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Lobos Defeat: St. Mary's Gaels;
San Francisco Next Opponent
lead the sluggish UNM attack.
Gibson had 15, while Sanford followed with 14, Long had 13 and
Howard lmd 10, Coach Bob King
used every player he suited up
and everyone showed hill a.pprecia tion by scoring at least a point.
St. Mary's, despite its l'eliglous
namesake, never had a prayer as
it dropped behind at the start and
played catch-up the rest of the
way.
The Gaels (the what?) were
led by 6-6 forward Rich Holmberg's 13 points.
UNM Leads Easy
UNM took its earliest advantage with 11:42 left in the first
half and built up a 22-8 bulge.
UNM's Mutt'n'Jeff duo of Gibson
and Long set up the 22nd point on
a beautiful pass and shoot play.
Gibson took the ball from a stunned Gael and dribbled down court
-zigzagging through the defense.
He zoomed one of his patented
FOR SALlil
passes while looking the other
1963 FORD E<:onollne Window Ytm. good
condjtion. good potential camper, caD
way to Long all alone under the
265·8069.
basket. Willie easily sank the
RECO:RDS new stereo, $2 ea. caJ:tr:idge
push shot and UNM was on its
tape piny~ w/~peakerB, 8-track, new
$40. Tapes new. Ladies aize 10 brown
way.
bll>Zer. Laclies size 9 blue trench coat
The Lobos slowly widened their
w/zip in lining. Men's White Stag green
lead and took a 46-25 lead at inski js.cket aize 38. Ben'tllll Swiss W1Lteh
$10. Instamatie Camera. 842-SOiifi.
termission.
SONY PORTABLE stereo tape recorder
St. Mary Improved
TC200, Best OIIer. 842·5342.
The
second
half belonged to St.
WOODEN YOU? Hand carved bo:><es,
Teakwood trays, Ebony letter openerB
Mary's as the Lobos opened play
!Uld chess sets, wild wOoden chests. Bo
by being just plain sloppy. They
Tree. 2218 Central S.E.
lost
the ball three straight times
OLD ROLL-TOP DESK, good condition,
before ever getting off a shot.
$110, Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
242-2018.
They also had 1'1 of their turn:HAND-TOOLED wide leather 'vatch bands,
overs in the final 20 minutes.
wide leather belts with big brass buck•
The Lobos take a well deserved
]es. The Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.E.
three
day rest from outside comPERSONALS
petition.
But on Friday, the fourliELP ! Albuquerque Job Corps Women
need reading material. Old magazines,
th annual Lobo Invitational tourbooks, ete., should be left in the Lobo
nament gets underway. UNM will
office, Or call Jan 277-4202, 1·3 Mon.host San Francisco University,
Thurs.
and eastern schools Temple and
NOTICE COEDS Girl, 19, wants to
share your npartment and expenses,
Fordham. The Lobos will meet
ncar UNM campus. Ple!llle call 298-8806.
San Francisco in their first game
WOULD you believe ••• SCUBA DIVING
and if they win, they'll meet the
durinl! ChristmM vacation at Las Yeg!lll,
Nevada? Call: Seth, 842-8014; last
winner of the Temple-Fordham
By MIKE PERRY

Sports Editor
UNM came off a Monday night
defeat to Colorado and took a
sloppy 77-55 win over St. Ma1-y's
College of California in a snowswept Tuesday evening at University Arena.
The Lobos, who are still ranked number five, and six according to the natio11's 'wire polls,
took the lead from the start and
was never challenged for the
win.
But UNM never had it easy as
the Lobos were hampered by
sluggish ball handling and 25
turnovers--a season high.
Four Score Double
Petie Gibson, Ron Sanford, Ron
Becker, and Greg Howard had
double figured scoring efforts to

game in Saturday's finals. Game
times are 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. for
the Friday and Saturday games.
Plenty of tickets are left but fans
are urged to purchase their's now.
Then on the :following Monday
(Dec. 23) UNM journeys down
to El Paso to meet coach Don
Haskins' UTEP Miners. Every.
one knows that's going to be a
whale of a ball game, UNM barely defeated the Miners 65-61 last
Saturday in the Arena and the
Miners will be out to get even.

NEW

BIG MAC IS HERE!

,~'@McDonald's Corp. 1966

•

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO -MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
5324 4TH ST. N.W.

McDonald's®

EX lCD
Vol. 72
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is~, kind ot plac~:
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Sony Claus is

'__ I

coDling to

Now you can tape and play your
own S-track stereo cartridges for
the price of the cartridge alone.
Tap~ anything from music to school
lectures and play them at home or
only 129.95

'•

chance Dec. lll.
l HAYE a ring !or her finger, a ribbon iot

her h:Ur, or a- JtrO.ovie ChrtstmDS goodie..

Sign of the Pnmpered Maiden, 2987
Monte Vista NE on the Triangle).
GIVE your folks l!:J'J:ADERS DIGEST ior
Christmns. It's cheap-only $1.\!9 n. year
--& every month they will remember your
Doeember kindneas. Go by the American
Bank of Commerce in the SUD.
MISCI>'LLANEOUS
FOR YOUR Christmas grooming try the
Coll<l!'e Inn Ilnrbersbop. 303 Aoh N.E.
2<12-oooa.

FOR RENT
WANTED, coed w share my la:ge ]wmry
2 bd. rm. npt. $65 mo. inclUding utilitics. Privacy and your own refrigerator.
Walking distance to UNM. 842-9277.
SERVICES

lobo Boxscore

fg:
ST, MARY'S
1
Dave Presnell
4
:Harold Bnnton
B
Rich Holmberg
Gal'Y Chamberlain 2
1
Tom Clen>ents
0
Louin Manson
1
Chri:J Drornl<
3
Mike .rohnson
2
Jack BeDin.llel'
2
Jim Clror

Totab

NEW MEX!CO fg
G
Petie Gibson
Steve Shropshire 3
Eon Be<!kcr

TYPING-Term Papez:s, theses, ete. 268-

8908. 500 Kentucky, S.E.
MIMEOGRAPHING-all kinds - reportsprograms - letters - CliRISTMAS LETTERS - notices of mectlugs - lessons.
Prompt-efficient-reasonable. Call 2.56'1373.
ROOM &: BOA:RD
UNM: STUDENTS-PARK WIT1I usModern =modntions with" 1:1r.:e parking lot. 248-2881.

20

Greg Howard
Willie Lang
Len Lot>ez
X:en Otteni
Ron Sanford
George :Mae!!

Terry SchnafBma

z

4
5
2

1
6
0
1

l
Da"'e C!Jlver
80
Totals
ST. MARY'S
NEW MEXICO
Att=dance--11,-125

ft·a

pl

0·3

4
4
1
5

1

2-2

7-14

2·2
0-0
0-0
2-l!

1
3

3

0-1

1-(

2

0
15-31 24
1-3

!t-a
5-8

O·l
1-1
2-2

3-6
G-0

1-2
2-6

2-2
0-0
0.0

pf
0
1
4
4
1
4
1
3
0
1
3

tp

4

g

13

tt11 central se albuquerque

6
4
0

Music Gifts
for all
from $1.00

Near the University
3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triangle)
255-1695

4
4
6
5

56

pt
16

6
10

13

4
11
14
2
2
2

77
17-29 24
25
3~·
31-77
46
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''Where· the Action Is"
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NUMBER ONE RHYTHM & BLUES ·J
CLUB 'WEST Of· THE MISSISSIPPI
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There once was a lady named Mitzi,
Engaged to a Frit:z: from Poughkeepsie.
But she bade him goodbye
When his Schlitz had run dry.
Said Mitzi: "No Schlit:z:ie1 No Fritzie."

!;

BoaL

Asks Dr.

Dr. Robert Stone, dean of the
UNM Medical School, was called
on to resign by Don Heavener, a
;Bernalillo County Medical Center
(BCMC) board trustee.
Heavener called for the resig~
nation of Stone, the hospital's
board chairman, and the medical
director. Heavener charged that
the three were involved in a "conspiracy" to take over administrative control of the Bernalillo
County Medical Center.
Stone said in an Albuquerque
Journal
article, "lf there has been
Students returned to classes today following the Christmas bnak. a conspiracy,
I feel I've been left
This is the last week of classes before closed week. Then-the doom of
out."
finals falls upon us.

Three Now On Probation

Heady Lifts Student Suspensions
The suspension of the imposition of sentence against three
UNM students for disrupting a
Naval Reserve Officers Training
Corps (NROTC) class was announced Dec. 26 by UNM President Ferrel Heady.
His decision to revoke the suspension o£ the three, Allen Cooper,
Manuel Wright, and Larry Russell, for the remainder of the academic year, was based on the following considerations; the written record of the Student Stanards Committee hearing, the
committee's written opinion, and
oral or written arguments made
by the parties or their representatives at a Dec. 21 hearing to appeal their cases.

havior that he is unwilling in the
future to abide by valid University regulations.
"The guilt of the students on
the charges filed is clear" based
on both testimony at the Student
Standards Committee hearing and
by admission of guilt by the three
students and their representatives,
said Heady.
He also said there is no question that due process was carried
out both when Vice President for
Student Affairs, Harold Lavender
originally suspended the three, or
after the case was referred to the
Student Standards Committee :for
its consideration and they too
recommend suspension for the
remainder o£ the academic year.
"The only important question
raised in the review on appeal
has been the appropriateness of
the sanction imposed," Heady
said.
"The real importance of this
case is that this is the first incidence of violation of the Regents
statement on "Rights and Responsibilities" (adopted in October,
1965). Nobody really questions
the appropriateness of the policy,"
said the UNM president.
"We have a good policy; we intend to enforce it,'' he added.
Heady said he "categorically
rejects" the idea that the Oct. 22
incident at Zimetwan Field openend up new channels of communication which were not available
at that time. "The record of this

Nixon Names Lodge
As Paris Negotiator

. ENTERTAINMENT NiGHTLY. I
Did U
\J CAN CUM 2 ·
I-1

lt:AJ 14~

I

I

I

know-that
LEO'S
LA ROC, and .listen to the Romantic,
Enchc;nting,. Invigorating music of the
lOUIEWICKHAM TRIO -every evening
from 5 p.m. to8 p.m., at the Afternoon
Club o o --~ • • & U know whqt? 'Your
Regular Bar Drink is only 25<: for Ladies.
.And· •••• 65--o:t. PitcherofBeer-97¢.
C o·M E· SEE Us 1

Returning Students

Heady said the most persuasive
argument for lifting the suspensions was statements either orally
or in writing by the three students that they "now regard their
participation as ill-advised and
improper," and that they intend
to conform to university policy in
the future.
In a released statement Heady
said, "The sanction of suspension
to June 1969 is modified in each
instance by a stay of execution of
the suspension, with the stay of
execution to be lifted and the suspension to become operative if at
any time during the suspension
period the student concerned, in
the judgement of the President,
indicated by his subsequent be-

1)

.

·stee
Stone

To Quit U Job

Want Ads

Solid-State 8-Tack
Stereo Cartridge Recorder
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Monday, January 6, 1969

NEW YORK (UPI) - Presi·
dent-elect Richard M. Nixon Sunday nnmed Henry Cabot Lodge, a
hal'dliner on the Viet Nam war
who directed America's efforts
in Saigon for more than three
years, as his chief negotiator at
the Paris Peace talks.
Lodge's long experience as a
diplomat, both in Saigon tmd at
the United Nations, gives him, in
Nixon's view, "the finest and
most pertinent qualities of expcrience11 for the delicate task of
negotiating an end to the conflict.
"And he enjoys my full confidence,'' Nixon said of the man
who ran as his ·vice presidential
running mate in the unsuccessful
1960 presidential campaign.
At the Eante time, the prcoi •

university in this respect is an
enviable one and needs no apology," he said.
.
He did not :feel the charge that
the three students were "unfairly
singled out" to be punished had
much bearing on his final decision
because whenever a person is
identified as having committed an
offense, he is punished while
othe1·s not identified may go free.
Heady further pointed out that
"the opportunity has been and
eontinues to be available for any
member or members of the university community to prefer
charges, and offer evidence to support them, against other participants in the Zimmerman Field
incident."
A statement by Lavender saying that knowing the three students as well as he does, he be-

dent-elect named the negotiating
team that will wor!{ with Lodge
and take over :from w. Averell
Harriman and Cyrus R. Vance on
Jan. 20. It is a mixture of professional diplomats and experienced negotiators.
Nixon Names Deputy
Named as Lodge's deputy was
Lawrence El. Walsh, 57, a lawyer
with little diplomatic experience
who won the respect o£ Secretary
of State-Designate William P.
Rogers when he served as deputy
U.S. attorney general to Rogers,
who was attorney genet·al in the
:Eisenhower administration.
Also detailed to work with the
two top negotiators was Marshall
Green, the U.S. ambassador to
Indonesia who has worked off and
(Continu~d on page 3)

lieves they would all respond to
leniency with subsequent responsible behavior also influenced his
decision said Heady.
Heady's closing remarks in the
lengthy statement were: "It is my
hope and expectation that, regretable though the incident may be
Utat has led to these prOc<'.edinn:s.
we may make use of this experience to strengthen rather than
weaken the commitment o£ this
university to freedom o£ inquiry
and expression of opinion, within
the framework of order and reason that is the hallmark of an
institution of higher learning.''
He said questions raised by the
three students regal'ding the
legitimacy of ROTC on campus
are "legitimate issues and there
are ways to have them brought
up and considered."

In the aame article, Heavener
said, "Dean Stone's resignation
should be offered to the Univer·
sity because of his involvement
in board and administration matters o£ this hospital.''
Heavener's statement followed
the announcement of the resigna·
tion of administrator James L.
LaCombe.
Board chairman Don Woodward said in the article, "I particularly resent the charges
against Dr. :Brogdon (the medical
school's representative to the
board of directors) and Dr.
Stone, which are not' justified by
any evidence.''
In the article, County Commis·
sioner Charles W. Williams said
that Heavener's statements "point
out a very serious communications
gap between the county commis·
sion, board of trustees and the
medical school--more pointedly
between the board of trustees and
the medical school.''

Sibling Rivalry
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (UPI)Call it sibling rivalry, or the impol'tance of the auto as a status
symbol in the affluent society.
Call it what you like, Bill Keaton is in the hospital with a compnu.nd l"~ £rnel:ura.

:Bill, 19, and his sister, Joyce,
20, were squabbling over whos~

turn it was to use the family car
Sunday.
Joyce dashed out of the house,
jumped into the car and began
backing it down the driveway.
Bill, apparently attempting an
interception, ran in pursuit and
leaped on the hood of the auto.
Joyce slammed on the brakes
and Bill slid from the hood.
His leg slipped under a front
wheel.

Lobo Food Price Survey
Shows Stamps l:xpensive
By GRANT HARVEY

News Editor
A survey by The Lobo Dec. 26,

indicated that trading stamps
and games do cost more, and students buying their own groceries
can expect to pay up to 10 per
cent more £or these extras.
A list of 34 of the more common purchases were ·Priced in
five stores and the totals were
compared. The purchases at a
Foodway store cost $15.51 while
at one Piggly Wiggly store they
cost $11!.62.
The Foodway and Piggly Wiggly s t ores have engaged for
monthS in an expensive advertising battle that leaves the average shopper with no idea about
which store offers lower prkes.
The surve~· showed that these
chains were more expensive than
K~Mart, which does considerably
less advertising;
No Stamps Given
· K-Mart, like Foodway, does not
give stamps. Piggly Wiggly and
Safeway $tores do.
The Lobo surveyed the Sa:feway
store on Central near UNM and
the Foodway on south Yale. Both
of the stores are frequented by
the many students who live in
the area south o£ Central.
The surveying of the Piggly
Wiggly store on Lomas near San
M a t e o and the one on south
Broad'\v~y v;ar; dona to Ctctcrmino

two t h in g s: Do chain stores
charge slightly more in a lower
income district. And, is Piggly
Wiggly as cheap in comparison
to non-stamp stores as it says it
is?
The answer to both questions
is no.
Notieeable in Fall
When UNM students returned
to school this fall they found the
radio and t e 1 e vi s i on stations
saturating air ways with a "sOck
it away" j i n g 1e sponsored by
Foodway-.
Foodway told The Lobo that
they had 1 ow e r i!rices than
"stamp- giving, game- playing"
foodstores because of the cost of
such gimmicks to the customer.
Customers were also told Foodway prices were considerably lower because Foodway didn't waste
a lot o£ money advertising in local
newspapers.
The fact that Foodway commercials sometimes seemed to run
about every ten minutes on broadcasting media didn't enter into
its persuasive argument.
Piggly Wiggly seemed to champion the cause of the stamp-giving stores as they came back to
hit ''certain stores that say
stamps eost you more.' 1
Piggly Wiggly ran television
ads showi11g "just some of hundreds of items that are priced as
lO'\'"l or lo\vcr than in no.n:stamp

stores." These ads were designed
to convince customers that stamps
and games were just bonuses for
shopping there.
Get a Free Bag
A later Foodway television commercial advises shoppers to go to
stamp-giving stores with an emP·
ty Foodway grocery bag and ask
£or a large quantity of the trading stamps that were touted as
bonuses not costing shoppers a
penny.
'!'his advertising battle between
these two :foodstores leaves customers without any informatio11
on actual prices because the ads
are devoted to cutting the image
o£ the other store. So much time
is spent on the stamp vs. nostamps issue that little or none
o£ the radio and television time
mentioned actual :Prices on grocery products.
'!'he results of The Lobo's survey, though not 100 per cent conclusive, show interesting patterns.
The most expensive store, Piggly
Wiggly, offers stamps and participates in the heavy commercial
fight with Foodway. Next most
expensive is Safeway, a stampgiving store. Third is Foodway,
no stamps given but heavy advertising is carried out against
stamp-giving stores.
K•Mart Cheapest
The cheapest place to buy gro(Ccntinued on page 2)
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The New ;Mexico Lobo Is published
daily every regular week of the University year by the Boar<! of Student Publications of tho Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and Is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printrng Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuqu .. rque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely, Unsigned opinion is thor
of the editorial board of The Lol:!o.
Nothing necessarily represents tho views
of the Associated Students or of the University of New Mexico.
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PIGGLY
WIGGLY #1
.49
.49
.69
.34
.61
.12

Tomatoes lb.
Flour 5lb.
Eggs AA rued.
Bread
Milk, First Line
Tomato Soup

-r Ground Beef
Tide 1lb. 4 oz.
Chiffon Det.
Lettuce
Whole Chicken lb.
Sugar 5 lb.
Corn Flakes 18 oz.
Oatmeal
Sour Cream
Tomato Juice
Celery
Swanson Ham TV Dinner
Potato Chips 7 oz.
Hunt's Catsup
Heinz 57 Sauce
Bananas lb.
Potatoes 5 lb.
Pork&Beans
T-Bone Steak
Swift•s Bacon
Luncheon Meat 8 oz.
Oscar Meyer Sausage
Pizza Chef Boy-RD.
Soda Crackers
Purina Sib.
Minute Rice
Folger's Coffee
Totals

.48
.35
.45
.21
.34
.62
.38
.32
.27**
•35**

.14
.75
.49
.26
.39
.12
.38
.18
$1.38
.73**
.53
.93**
.58
.37
.77
.94
.68
$15.95

NEWS EDITOR
CAMPUS EDITOR
WIRE EDITOR
NIGHT EDITORS
STAFF WRITERS

,,
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
REVIEW EDITOR
CARTOONISTS
PHOTOGRAPHERS

'

.54
.33
.45
.25
.29
.62
.37
.31
.25
.35
.17
.75
.49
.21
.45
.21
.55
.16
$1.55
.73
.53
.93
.59
.37
.75
.89
.68
$16.62

PIGGLY
WIGGLY #2 FOODWAY
.55
.39
.49
.49
.62
.59
.34
.34
.61
.61
.12
.12
.10
.54
.49
.33
.33
.45
.45
.25
.21
.34
.33
.62
.62
.37
.35
.31
.29
.25
.25
.35
.35
.14
.13
.73
.67
.49
.45
.26
.21
.45
.45**
.17
.16
.55
.43
.18
.17
$1.29
$1.35
.73
.73
.51
.51
.79
.76
.69
.55
.37
.35
.75
.73
.89
.87
.68
•68
$16.32
$15.51
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"Congratulations on keeping San Francisco State open .•• !"
.

\
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Editorial

Cool It With Sock It
The recent return of Foodway's "sock it away" saturation
campaign is enough to tire and infuriate all but the simplest
mind. For months we have been advised to "sock, sock it
keep it in our pocket" with no regard to the fact that if their
nursery rhyme keeps up we will all be wearing straight
jackets with no pockets whatsoever.
Advertising is a cutthroat business we admit, but 10,000
"sock it away" spot commercials will never get me back into
a Foodway store. The last time we went in, we were sure the
manager was sitting up in his little box singing that insane
song as he watched the customers take it out of their pockets
instead of keeping it in .
Many companies have used the same jingle with variation
in music and other effects and kept a fresh commercial for
several years. Good examples are soft drink companies such
as Coca Cola and breweries such as Falstaff and Schlitz.
Granted, Foodway wouldn't be expected to hire the Doors or
the Chambers Brothers for their ads, but those kids on the
television commercial are about as effective as having Allen
Cooper sell a UNM bond issue to the American Legion.
I mean after \vatching a late night movie and seeing those
sweet little tots trying to mouth a tape twenty times, isn't
it terrifying to think of what you would do if you saw one
of them on the street and he asked you to sock it away?
Even worse, of course, is the piece de resistance of the
entire commercial, when "mommy" comes on at the end to
explain all the wonderful things she's teaching her kids
about thrift and such at Foodway. So shop Foodway, she
winds up, where you'll find the "lowest prices, everyday, on
everything."
This, of course, is an outright lie. We've grown used to
that, of CQm·se, bu~ somehow it seems such a desecration to
have the Foodway "mommy" indoctrinating her "children"
to it. Perhaps someone should have the old bat committed
for corrupting a minor.
Now is the time to come to the fore and tell the Foodway
promotion people "Thanks, but what I do with my pockets
and contents is quite personal, and I really can't waste my
time socking it away everyday." Or for those who hate to
see a creative commercial criticized, The Lobo offers a ballot
with a creativity nomination for the originator of the catchy
jingle.
Check off any two of the following and mail comemnts to
Foodway Markets, 307 4th St. SW, Albuquerque.

K-MART
.39
.49
•59**
.34
.61
•12
.09

.47
.35
.45
.23
.33
.62
.35"*
.30
.25
.33
.19
.75**
.45
.23
.37
.13
.43
.16
$1.06
.67
.47
.76
.55
.35
.72
,83
.68
$15.11

(Continued from page 1)
on in Asia since 1939 and is considered one of the state department's top experts on Asian affairs.
Philip Habib, formerly the head
of the political section in the U.S.
embassy in Saigon who has been
working with the CUrl'ent negotiators in Paris since the talks
started, also will stay on to provide continuity to the American
effort.
Ky Appears Delighted
Lodge's appointment appeared
to delight Nguyen Cao ICy, the
head of Saigon's negotiating team
in Paris. During Lodge's last term
as ambassador to South Viet
Nam, Ky was the prime minister
and the two worked closely together.
But Lodge, who presided over
much of the American buildup
to more than 500,000 troops in
South Viet Nam, was vilified regularly by both the Viet Gong and
the North Vietnamese as a "puppet manager'' and "America's
chief imperialist."
Their propaganda characterized him as one of the chief oppressors of the Vietnamese people.
The new team of negotiators
will take over as Nixon assumes
office Jan. 20. Lodge, currently
the U.S. ambassador to West
Germany, will meet with the president-elect and top cabinet designates between now and the inauguration to map strategy for
the talks .

I

Monday, J'an. 6
Man on CIJ.lllpus interviewa on KUNM;
2:20p.m. and 9:20p.m.
Tuesday, J'an. 7
Piano duet concert by Alol'S and Alfons
Kontal'Sky; Recital Hall; 8:15 p.m.
Mexican colonial nrt lecture; Fine Arts
Center; B p.m.
Man on Campus Interviews on KUNM;
2:2D p.m. and 9:20p.m.
Aloys and Alfons Kontarsky, piano duettfsts from Cologne, Germany; reeital in
Recital HaU of the UNM Fine Arts Center; 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 8
UNM band concert; Carmen Dragon,
gueat conduct<>r; Popejoy Hall; 8 :16 p.m.
Man on Campus Interviews em KUNM;
2:20p.m. and 9:20p.m.
UNM Concert Band concert; 8 :15 p.m.;
Popejoy Hall; guest conductor Carmen
Dragon.
Thursday, J'en. 9
Conservation Roundtable dfsCUBS!on luncheon: Union Room 281-A and B.
l'ruln on Campus lnterviewa on KUNM;
2 :20 p.m. lind 9: 20 p.m.
Friday, J'an. 10
"Mnn ot La Mancbn"; Popejoy Hall;
8:16p.m.
'Man of La Mancha;" Popejoy Hall; 8:16
p.m.
Friday, J'an. 10
Man on CILlllpus interviewa on KUNM;
2 :20 p.m. and 9 :20 p.m.
Saturday, .ran. 11
Cello recital; Recital Hall; 3 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 11
"Mnn of La Mancha"; Popejoy Hall;
8:15 p.m. and 2:15 p.m. matinee•
4
' Mnn of' La Mnnchn;" matinee at 2:15
p.m.; performance at 8 :16 p.m.

Fine

PICTURE

Popejoy

The board meeting is scheduled
for 4:30 .p.m. today in the APS
Administration Building at 724
Maple SE.

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers
l. ·-

~

Put Your Best Face Forward
Call far a complimentary facial-In
your own dorm or home-and see
why we say ,.••
'No Woman Need Ever Look 40'
Goldialu St<lne,
~J
consultant for • ......,..,.. '1 ~

Phone
296-5823.

Hall

AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Present

t

BEST MUSICAL-ALL AWARDS
N.Y. DRAMA CRITICS CIRCLE/TONY AWARD/
OUTER CIRCLE/VARIETY POLL/SAT. REVIEW

., I'

FRAMING
Hundreds of

PRINTS

Photo Frames
New Mexico's Largest

LANG ELL'S

2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

-r

AlBERT W. SElDEN
IO!Id ltAl JAM

DAVID ATKINSONPre•ent
...4~ PATR!C/1 MARANO

("THE IM~~~Sf!/;£DREAM'J
Mu•leby

A!fTCit lEIGH

tours
CRrsr.uow
RONN

CilRROLt

DRESSES
COATS
SUITS

--

SKIRTS

SWEATERS
BLOUSES

!

Foodway Ballot

I
I

PANTS

I
I

: Dear Mr. Jingle writer: Your needle's stuck ...... _

lI

: Foodway: Your commercials stink ............. _

:

I

I

I
I

1

Boy, I love your ldd commercial' .............. · -

LINGERIE

!
I

I
I

: Where can I get the words to the "sock it" song? _

I
I

:

Wootlrll//- flu/ian

I

I

2904 Central, SE

l 1 would like to apply for your promotion opening . ·~ l

lI When do you begin selling S&H Green Starups? . ·~- lI
I
I
lI What is the ::tddress of your song writer? ...... · - lI

Ticket availabilities:

Fri & Sat eve. Jan. I0 & I I
scattered singles only

ROBES

I

I

I
I

Ccdling U

be highly improper for the Board
of Education to discuss with the
opposing party any issues pending in the aforementioned litigation."
The suit charges that the board
is violating article 12 section 8
of the New .Mexico Constitution
requiring that teachers be able
to speak Spanish.
Tijerina, in a phone interview
with The Lobo, said that "all
Anglo teachers are in contempt of
Article 12, section 8 of the conlstitution requiring teachers to
speak Spanish."
A statement, written by officers
of the Alianza, charged "The
Board has apparently invoked the
rule concerning pretrial publicity
in criminal cases to keep Mr.
Tijerina from presenting legitimate grievances to the committee
in a personal appearance."

I

:

!

This exhibit of objects used by
the South African bushmen is on
display at UNM's Maxwell Museum of Anthropology.

By STEVE LAPRADE
S.talf Writer
Alianza leader Reies Tijerina
plans to speak at a regularly
scheduled meeting of the Albuquerque Public Schools (APS)
Board of Education though he was
denied permission to speak by the
board.
Tijerina said he will speak at
the next board meeting to protest
a lack of Spanish-speaking teachers in APS System.
Last year, the APS board set
up a system requiring any person
or organization wishing to speak
at a meeting to fill out a form five
days in advance. Tijerina says he
filled out the form but was denied
a chance to speak because of a
lawsuit he filed against the board.
The board's statement, quoted
in an Alianza release, said, "Our
attorney advises us that it would

4Y!lln o¥l!il'fanetm

r---~--"·------~-----~~-----w·-----------------~~--------~
I
I
I
I

STAFF

GrantHarvey
Sarah Laidlaw
Grace Arnett
Scott Sandlin, Anne 0 1Brien
George Campbell, Gay Cook, Joy Hart, Steve LaPrade,
Pat McCraw, Anne 0 1Brien, Shannon Robinson/ Scott
· Sc:mdlin/ Sandra Schauer1 Susan Smith, Susan Craig,
Jack Austin, Bill Guthrie/ David Hutson
David Baldridge, Chuck Ramsey, Chuck Reynolds
Stephen M. Part
Mike Algiers, Sam Hepford, Pat Trujillo
Tony louderbough, Bob lager

Tijerina To Ignore Decision

0

Nixon Appoints
Paris Diplomats

Lobo Food Price Survey
SAFEWAY
.39
.49
.50
.34
.61
.12

Of Schoo/ Board

Bushmen Display

· the survey was a strict comparison of particular brands, these
products were classified as out
of stock, **.
Foodway closed its doors Jan.
1 and 2, to lower prices "even
further" than they had been before. When the store opened Friday, four of the 34 items on The
Lobo survey were higher than
they were before. Others were
lower but the total cost of the 34
items·. was still only 21 cents less
than before. This would make
Foodway still :more expensive
than K-Mart.
Piggly Wiggly No. 1 is the
Lomas NE store. Piggly Wiggly
No. 2 is on south Broadway.
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Lobo l=ood Price Surve
-5hows Stamps ~xpensive

(Continued from page 1)
dard throughout the city and some
cedes is IC-Mart. No stamps or parts of the state.
negative advertising is used by
Any variation within AlbuquerK-Mart.
que was due to laxity in making
The survey also showed that price changes when a new price
prices vary from one store of a list was issued, said D. Lockwood,
chain to another. A T-hone steak purchasing agent for Piggly Wigat the Lomas Piggly Wiggly cost gly, "It might take one store an
26 cents more per pound than a extra day to make a new change,"
· steak at the south Broadway be said.
. store. Small 0 s c a r M e y e r
Out of Stock
sausages cost 14 cents per pound
During the survey, some items
more at the Lomas store, Of the were found to be out of stock,
" 34 items compared, 12 were prie- and are designated ** and the
r: ed differently at the two Pigg!y price of the highest competitor
Wiggly stores.
was arbitrarily assigned to it.
The head office in Albuquerque
The Safeway store, for ex~ for Piggly Wiggly reported that
ample, did not carl'y any Hunts
: , all ·price& in that chain are stan- or Oscar Meyer products and as

!'

l

Sat. Jan. I I Matinee-2:15P.M.
$6.00 & 5.50 tickets
UNM students with Activity Cards-1/2 price

Free Parking-Rear Entrance

I
I

L•••••w~•-••••••~•-••M~••••••M••·•~••••••~•••••••M~•••••-J
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Nurse Receives Special Training

~&-------------~----------~

Medical School Plans Center in Estancia

The UNM Medical School is
establishing a health center in
Estancia staffed by a nurse with
special training which would enable her to diagnose illnesses.

I 'rC\ck 'tn.9
up po11,r.s w·1th my
sweei baby in this
hondsome tuxedo
I rented at
1

o.m

Si

on's!

Dr. Robert Oseasohn, chairman
of the department of community
medicine and epidemiology, said
the nurse, whose training should
be completed by Feb. 1, would be
in telephone contact with doctors
in Albuquerque. She will report
her findings to the doctors, who
will recommend immediate treatment or hospitalization if necessary, Oseasohn said.
Private Federal Funds
Oseasohn said the program,
started last summer, currently
has financial support through
next July from private funds of
the Sears, Roebuck Foundation
and federal funds under the New
Mexico Regional Medical Program. "I am now looking for
aditional suppo1·t and extension

LQQK

COMPLETE
OUTFIT
$10.00
COAT and
TROUSERS
$6.50

FIRST AND GOLD -

DIAL 247-4347

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
·6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

of present support," he added.
Among• one of the p1·oblems
Oseasohn sees in this type of
program is "delivering health
care."
"In New Mexico you have a
distribution and variety of people
set against their economic background. You have this vast geographic area with only a few
population cente1·s. The rest ·of
the people are scattered in pockets throughout the state," explained Oseasohn.
Four Questions
He listed four questions that
he feels must be taken into account in connection with the program undertaken. They are:
"Can· you train them (the
nurses)?;
"If you can, can it be shown
that the training satisfies, the
peoples' needs and what we think
they need?;
"Will it support itself?; and
"If it will, would the state and
federal government consider the
possibility of setting up similar
programs which would have a
link with major medical centers
in the state?"
Need Government Services
"Services must be provided by
the government as well as the
people. We must generate more
money,". Oseasohn added.
Two reasons were given by Dr.
Robert S. Stone, dean of the
UNM Medical School, for the
past lack of medical aid in rural
communities in the state. One is
what he called the mechanical
problem of training doctors. He

said they must be carefully supervised throughout their training
period and they need the medical
facilities that only a properly
equipped hospital can provide to
receive proper instruction.
Stone feels the other problem
stems from the middle class socioeconomic background of most
medical stt,dents. "Very few are
going to go out on this humanitarian thing on their own," he
Baid.
Do Work in Comfort
"If they are going to do humanitarian work, they would just

as soon do it in comfort," he
added.
Both Stone and Oseasohn also
pointed out that many of the
medical students are married and/
or have families. They ·said that
most wives do not want to be
located in an area where it is
not convenient to shop or where
they must send their children to
schools that do not meet the
standards of education they desire for them.
Stone said the special health
center is viewed "as a more effective way to help rural communities."

UNM Participates
With City, County
In 'Action Program'

NEW MEXICO LOBO
City Manager Rich'U-;-d.-H-.-W-i-1son announced Thursday that
Albuquerque has been chosen to
participate in the "Urban Observatory," a new community artion
program.
Although Wilson said he is not
sure what the study areas will be,
crime, labor relations, and housing have been proposed as possible
subjects for investigation.
Albuquerque, one of six cities
chosen for the "Observatory",
competed with 50 city-university
teams on "their ability to work
together and their willingness to
do so," said Wilson.
·
He said the University of Albuquerque, the city and county gov-
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··----·- - - - - - - - - , , . - - - - - public schools, as sta:ff the project.

ernments, and
well as UNM, are involved in the
project.
'
"Observatory" is being sponsored by the National League of
Cities, aud jointly financed by the
U.S. Departments of Hou~ing and
Ut·ban Development and Health
Education and Welfare, VVilson
said.
The main reason Albuquerque
was selected to participate, Wilson said, is that "UNM is located
in the city and they are looking
for competent faculty already
here."
UNM President Ferrel Heady
will select the project director
and other qualified persons to

Students will get credit for
working in the community action
project, said Heady.
"Urban Observatory" is only
one of two community action projects in which the univE'rsity is
now participating. The other
project named by Heady is the
Institute for Social Research and
Development (ISRAD) but no
credit will be granted for the
project.
ISRAD was set up "as a vehicle for receiving requests from
off-campus for assistance in current problems and to marshall
university resources to help with
these problems," said Heady.

Bethlehem Steel
Loop Course Interviews:

JANUARY
Music Man

9

Prof. Harold Hill (Gene Ivea)
arrives in River City, Iowa, in
the Civic Light Opera's recent
production of THE MUSIC MAN.

What is the Bethlehem Loop Course? It is our management development program fer graduates
with bachelors' or advanced degrees.
The course starts early in July with four weelcs of orientation at our home offices in Bethlehem,
Pa. Loopers attend lectures on every phase of the corporation's activities, and make almost daily
visits to a steel plant.
Steel Plant Loopers, who comprise a majority of the average loop cla:;s of 150 to 200 graduates,
proceed to various plants where they go through a brief orientation program before beginning
their on-the-job training assignments. Within a short time after joining the course, most loopers
axe ready for assignments aimed toward higher levels of management.

Studying is
yours.
Cooking
•
ts ours.

How about otlner loopers? Our Sales Department loopers (30 or so) remain at the home office for
about a year of training. Most are then assigned to district offices where they take over e&tablished
accounts.
Fabricated Steel Construction looper<> .. re trained in a drafting room, on a field erection project,
in a fabricating shop, and in an engiueering office. A looper's first work assignment is based on
interests and aptitudes disclosed duri,,g this program.
Loopers in Accounting, Shipbuilding, Mining, Research, Traffic, Purchasing, Finance and Law,
General Services, and Industrial and F'ublic Relations go through training programs tailored to
their types of work.
Whl!re would YOU fit in? Check your degree C!' the one most similar to it.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-Engineering or mechanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel and
combustion departments. Supervision of production operations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding
Department. Also: Sales or Research.
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING- Metallurgical
departments of steel planfs and manufacturing operations.
Engineering and service divisions. Technical and supervisory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling
mills. Also: Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS-Technical and supervisory
positions in coke works, including production of byproduct chemicals. Fuel and combustiO£! departments, including responsibility for operation and maintenance of air
and water pollution control equipment. Engineering and
metallurgical departments. Steelmaking operations. Also:
Research or Sales.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-Positions in steel
plants, fabricating works, shipyaxds, and mines. Engineering and maintenance departments. Supervision of
steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating
operations. Also: Sales.
CIVIL ENGINEERING: Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments in engineering, field erection, or works management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assignments in
engineering, construction, and maintenance. Supervision
of production operations. Sales Department assignments
as line salesman or sales engineer (tecluiical service to
architects and engineers).

Playtex·invents· the first-day tampo~TM
Live at

(We· took the inside out
tO show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent ••. it even protects on
yourfirstday. Yourworstdayl
·
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind .••
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45% more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it•s different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
OTry it fast.
.
Why live in the past? · •·•·

The College Inn
Where you get free seconds at every meal
except Saturday evening and the continental
breakfast for late sleepers • . . .

ELECTRJ!CAL ENGINEERING-Steel plant, fabricating worlcs, mining operations, and shipyard electrical
engineering, construction, and maintenance departments.
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment. Also: Research or Sales.
MINING ENGINEERING - Our Mining Department
operates coal and iron ore mining operations and limestone quarries, many of which are among the most modem and efficient in the industry. This 10,000-man activity
offers unlimited opportunities to mining engineers. Also:
Research.
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS:
Graduates axe urged to inquire about opportunities in our
Shipbuilding Department, including the Central Technical Division, our design and engineering organization.
Also: Traffic.
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit loopers with technical degrees other than those listed
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encouraged
to sign up for an interview.
ACCOUNTANTS-Graduates in accounting or business
administration (24 hours of accounting are preferred) are
recruited for training for supervisory assignments in our
3,000-man Accounting Department.
OTHER NON·TECHNICAL DEGREES- Graduates
with degrees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities
are invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department. Some non-technical graduates may be chosen to fill
openings in steel plant operations and other departments.

NOW'S TilE 11ME TO SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW. And when you register at the placement office, be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the
Loop Course." It contains important information about the corporation and your opportunities
through the Loop Course.

BETHLEHEM STEEL
303 ASH

ST.

N.E.

Phone 243-288 1

An Equal Opportunity Employer
in the Plans for Progress Program

/
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Lobes will tangle with Utah, and the University."
UNM Wins Tourney
Brigham Young, and twice with
New Mexico State-in a span · Despite the loss of Howard, the
which will be the Lobos' toughest Lobes captured their own fourth
struggle of the season.
annual invitational Dec. 20-21,
King's hardest task will be try- with an 83-70 win over Temple
ing to shape the UNM offense and University of Philadelphia in the
defense into what it has been in final on the 21st.
Fordham of New York City
years past. Lately, the Lobos have
lapsed into play which has fans downed San Francisco '77-64 to
complaining the team isn't as take third place in the tourney.
good as the preseason polls said.
The Lobes were paced by Petie
Gibson,
who twisted and turned
Lose to UTEP, Butler
his way to 24 points in the TemThe holiday games proved this ple game--a performance which
as UNM dropped close games to helped him capture the tourney's
UTEP, and a Butler University Most Valuable Player Award.
team which had won once in 10 Willie Long had 19, Ron Becker
starts prior to meeting the Lobes. 15 and Ron Sanford 13 to add to
But despite the losaes. UNM the UNM cause. Long was the
came through with four wins, in- other Lobo on the all-tourney five
cluding its own Lobo invitational. with Gibson.
The big shock to Lobo fans
UNM Downs Frisco
came Dec. 20 when Lobo star
The Lobos advanced to the
Greg Howard was booted from finals by downing San Francisco
the the team for disciplinary rea- 82-71, while Temple beat Ford~
sons. Coach King made the fol- ham 73-60 on Friday, Dec. 20.
lowing statement to the press reUNM suffered from an early atgarding Howard's dismissal: "The tack of seeming unconcern, and
dropping of G;reg Howard was struggled to a poor 35-32 halftime
for numerous cases of conduct not lead. But Long put in 12 points
in the best interests of the team the second half (he ended the
•,ight with 26) to pace the 'Pack.
Frisco's Pete Cross bludgeoned in
3'7 for the losing Dons.
BOOK COMPANY
291)..1828
Two Lobos Named
Named
to the all-tourney team
Childrens' Books
in addition to Long and Gibson
Bargains
were Pete Cross from San Francisco, Charles Y e 1 v e r t on from

By JOHN MOSER
Sports Writer
After a so-so holiday season
which saw the Lobos win four
games and lose two, Coach Bob
King now faces the task of preparing his team for a crucial five
game series on the road with some
tough opponents.
The Lobes are now 10-3.
This Friday, UNM journeys
to Laramie for its first-and
probably toughest WAC game of
the year against Wyoming. Then
on Saturday the team will meet
Denver University-a team UNM
barely edged 68-64 last week in
the Arena.
Tough Games Ahead
On the following two weekends
(Jan. 16-181 Jan. 29-Feb. 1) the

NEW MEXICO
89 Winrock Center
Fk.tlon and Nonfiction

Paperbclcb

lobo
MENS SHOP
2120 Central S.E.
-. _-

·-~--~.-.-..;-:-

--

~

243-695.4

.~:;o;-

Semi-Annual Sale
The best sale of The Finest in Men's Fashions
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Lobo Wrestlers Hold Clinics, Win Matches

5-Game Road Trip Faces King's Cagers
Fordham, and Temple's John
Baum.
The L o b o s saw their threegame winning streak snapped the
next M on day, despite playing
their best basketball of the season, as UTEP came from behind
to score a thrilling 71-67 win.
The game'was played in El Paso's
crumbling County Coliseum commonly referred to as "The
Barn.''
The Lobos bunt up a 67-60 lead
with seven minutea to go, but
couldn't score the rest of the game
as the Miners tallied 11 straight.
Fans Were Dirty
The decrepit Barn, which looks
like it should host a rodeo instead
of a basketball game, was jampacked with some 8,400 screaming and ice-throwing fans, whose
misconduct was inticed more than
once by the antics of Miner Coach
Don Haskins. Haskins, ventured
all the way to midcourt challenging calls made by the intimidated
officials, midway tbr()ugh the second half. He wasn't pha"Sed by the
technical called on him, and remained at the time line, jaw to
jaw with the official, much to the
delight of the customers, who
acted as though they had just
attended a bloody bullfight in
Juarez, some 600 yards away.
Refs Lost Control
The game was out of the hands
of the referees from that point
on.
Miners Mike Switzer and An-

Monday, January 6, 1969

drew White combi!led for eight
of their last 1l. pomts, all under
tremendous pressure -from the
Lobos. New Mexico had s;veral
opportunities to go ahead m the
waning moments, as Dave Cutver broke up the Miner stall,
stealing the ball with :56 . remaining and the Lobos behmd,
69-67. After a time out, Petie
Gibson missed a 12 footer from
the baseline, with Switzer coming down with the ball.
Exciting Finish
All appeared lost, but Steve
Shropshire came up with a loose
ball with :17 le:ft, and Culver
was fouled by Warren Rothstein
at :04, and had one shot coming.
Dave bounced the ball off the
backboard, but not hard enough,
and UTEP's Andrew White came
down with it and was fouled by
Culver with :01 on the board.
White sank both ends of a oneand-one and it was all over.
The Lobos played their best
half of the season in the :first
stanza, roaring to a 4'1-41 lead.
Ron Becker shot the eyes out of
the Miner zone with 15 points
before intermission.
Becker ended the game with
1'7, Gibson with 16, and Long
with 15. Switzer had 23 for the
Miners.
Blue Monday Woes'
The Lobos suffered from a
complete case of "Blue Monday"
on the 31st, falling to a 81-80
overtime loss to hapless Butler in
Indianapolis.
Back in the friendly confines of
the pit, UNM got back on a winning note by limping past lowly
Denver by a 68-64 count last
Thursday night. Willie Long had
22, Shropshire 14, Sanford 10 and
Becker 10 for the Wolfpack. Little Horace Kearney led the
Pioneers with 1'1.
Bruins Fall
Saturday night left fans with a
little more encouragement, as the
Lobos finally demoli"Shed someone,
The victim was Brown of the
Ivy League, which fell by 29
p()ints, 76-47.
New Mexico actually played
good defense in this one. Brown's
47 points were the lowest scored
against New Mexico since 1966.
Brown could never get its often•
sive patterns in gear, and shot a
poor 31.7 percent for the night.
Rebounding was another big
factor in this one 1 with Sanford
getting 17 and surprising Steve
Shropshire 14. Shropshire has 27
rebounds in the last two games.

I
1
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By BOB LOWDER
Spo~:"ts Writer
UNM's varsity wrestling coach,
Ron Jacobson has !lnnounced that
he will sponsor the Albuquerque
Junior Wrestling program again
this year. It is the second year
for the program which saw 133
young competitors in action last
season.
The program is for boys ages
7 through 14. Classification will
be by age rather than weight.
Registration will take :place
Saturday, Jan, 11 at 10:00 a.m.
in the main arena of Johnson

Gym, A fee of $2 will be charged
to defray the cost of T-shirts and
ribbons for the tournament to be
held at the end of the program
in March.
Wrestlers Hold Clinic
A clinic and demonstration by
the Lobo wrestlers will follow
registration.
Jacobson will be assisted by
Rich Russcetti, assistant wrestling coach at Sandia High School
and various other Albuquerque
coaches in a program emphasizing
"all around physical fitness and
fun."

Howard Is Dropped

I

By Coach Bob King
BULLETIN - It was reported
eatly this morning that Greg
Howard will rejoin the team this
afternoon and begin practice for
the Lobos' five-game road trip
coming up this month.

Greg Howard

New Mexico's leading scorer
and reboundel' through the :first
seven games, Greg "Stretch" Howard, was dropped from the basketball squad by Coach Bob King
on Friday, Dec. 20, for disciplinary reasons.
Howard, who was averaging
14.9 points per game and had
picked up 63 rebounds, was repo:rtedly seen smoking on campus.
King, however, made it clear that
the suspension was not the result
of one isolated incident. "The
dropping of Greg Howard was for
numerous cases of conduct not in
the best interests of the team and
the University," King said.
The suspension came as a surprise to Howard. "The coaches
knew I had a smoking habit," be
said. Howard said that the announcement came as the team was
boarding a bus for the arena on
Friday.
Howard, a 6·9 junior from
Pittsburgh, spent the holidays
with his mother in Cleveland, and
intends to return to UNM in order to complete his schooling.

Classes will meet on Saturday
mornings with the exact starting
time determined by the number
of entrants.
Grapplers Win Two
C(lach Jacobson's Lobes must
have learned their le~sons well
too, as they bombed two opponents in team competition over the
holidays.
Three Lobo grapplers scored
pins to lead the W olfpack to a 21
to 9 bombing of Northern Arizona
University at Flagstaff. In the
138.5 class, Rudy Griego pi11ned
NAU's Nick De Graff at 7:20.

Lobo Gymnasts
Compete Tonite
Against Denver
In Johnson Gym

Heavyweight Roger Brown topped off the rout with a pin of
Ronald Moyer at 7:45.
Aggies Bopped
Earlier the Lobos had annihilated downstate a1•ch~rival New
Mexico State to the tune of 35-2.
The team record stands at 4-1.

NEW MEXICO 21,
NORTHERN ARIZONA 9
Northel'n Arizona uses AAU
rather than NCAA weight classes.
Phil Walker, UNM,
125.5 was decisioned by Gary Bennett,
18.0.
138.5 Rudy Griego UNM
pinned Nick De Graff, 7:20.
146 - Tony Gallegos UNM de·
cisioned by Moses Camerena, 12-3,
Noted spol·tsman Roy Cornelius,
when asked !lbout charisma in
today's public figu1·es said, "Some
people are born with it, some
learn it, and some don't.

154 - Dale Scott, UNM, decisioned Dennis Pirch, 6-1.
164- George Fredricks, UNM,
pinned Kevin Masterson, 6:15.
171.5 - Rick Ortega, UNM,
decisioned Walter Brubaker, 7-2.
191 - Larry Hill, UNM, decisioncd by Barry Wolinsl<y, 7-5.
Hwt. - Roger B~·own, UNM,
pinned Ronald Moyer,. 7:15.
The shortest winning streak in
college basketball belongs to the
Snurk City College G1·afters who
won no games in a row during the
1944-45 season. sec didn't have
a team that year because of

wwn.

The longest surfboard ride,
without paddling, is one of 26
miles by Hobie Alter in the Cata.
!ina Channel off the coast of California, on April 30, 1964. The ride
lasted 90 minutes.

Country Barn
Special

9 A.M.-12 P.M.

New Mexico Style

Only 19c
Eat in our large dining room or take it home
sale

sale

sa 1e

29371\fonte Vista N.E.
(on the triangle)

2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
Don 1t Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

•

•

A Selection of Leather Coats
And Leather Sport Coats

25%0FF

Dress Shirts
SERO, CAREER CLUB,
VAN HEUSEN

Sport Coats by CLUB MAN
Tweed Dones, Tweed Plaids,
Solids

20%0FF

•

UNM 1s
ONE STOP

25%0FF

I

PARTY SHOP

You can fly.
As a TWA hostess.
And you know what that means.
None of that 9 to 5 jazz, first of all. Good coin,
secQnd of all. And third of all, lots of time off to do
what you want to do.
And as an added option at no extra cost, we'll throw
in a chance for you to fall in love.
With all the people you'll meet. Or all the fantastic
places all over the world you can go on TWA.
Depending on the temperament of your boyfriend,
of course.

Keg Beer
All Brands
Ice
{)!

Party Supplies i!l
,,,l'i
(li

Save on Econ
Self-Service Gas

~~~\

"'\

ask about our
othe1· sale items
A Selection of Long Sleeve
Turtlenecks. In All Colors.
Were $1.00. Now $4.00.

~:(

f'N!:3ce

~

Pullover V-neck Sweafi'tl)

2o% oFF

{

'

. ~!,,,\ __ I

Tuesday, January 7: the date.
9-Noon: the time.
Placement Office: the place.
Kathleen Howe: the non·ogre interviewer.

)

,

~!liCit liqMrs

Make a decision. We probably won't be
here again this year.

1417 COAL AVENUE, s.e:.
iFtL.EPHONS 242•3533

.
,,

e

,
Monday, January 6, 1969

P_a~g~e_s_______________________________________________~N~E~~--M_E_X_l~~~o_·_n_o___

Denver U Tests U NM Gymnasts Tonight
By MIKE PERRY
Sports. Editor
Coach Rusty Mitchell's gymnastics team, fresh from a 154.97112.10 stomping of Ft. Lewis in
its first dual meet Saturday afternoon, meets tough Denver University tonight at 7:30 in Johnson
gym.
Mitchell's team also fared well
in competition during the holidays
which saw them spur the West
team to a win in the seventh annual East-West All-Star gymnastics meet Dec. 27; and fared
well in the eighth annual Western Clinic Dec. 26-30 at the University of Arizona in Tucson.
Took Easy Win
Saturday's win came easy as
UNM took first, second, and third
in five of the six events against
Ft. Lewis. Lobo standouts Stormy
Eaton (free exercise), Tom Galioto (side horse), and Dave Car-

' "'

~

I

riere (still rings) were held out
of competition by Mitchell to keep
the meet on a competitive level.
The trio turned in exhibition performances to keep the outclassed
Raiders not so outclassed.
UNM's Jim Hruban took allaround honors with a cumulative
score of 50.30 for the six-event
meet. He also had the highest individual recorded score - 9.15
on the rings to win the event.
Charzult Wins Two
John Charzuk scored two wins
for the W olfpack - taking the
parallel bars with 8.95 and the
side horse with 8.75.
Other Lobo winners were Dana
Shelley in free exercise (9.00),
and Mive Dyas in the high bar
(8.85).
At the East-West affair, the
Lobos also performed well against
national competition:
Floor exercise-UNM's Stormy
Eaton and Jim Hruban took first

and tied for second respectively.
Eaton had 9.4 and Hruban had
8.7.
Side Horse - Tom Galioto and
John Charzuk took second and
fourth in the competition.
Still rings-Dave Carriere and
Jim H rub an were second and
third respectively. Carriere had
8.95 and Hruban was 8.8.
Parallel bars - Bob Manna
and Rich McConnell took a onetwo sweep for UNM as Manna
had 8.8 and McConnell 8.85.
High bars - Manna and Dyas
finished first and third respectively to round out UNM's fine
performances. Manna had 9.35
while Dyas had 9.15.
Tops in Tucson
At the eighth annual Western
clinic in Tucson, the Lobos took
three firsts to highlight their performances. Stormy Eaton, who
hails from, nearby Scottsdale,

took the floor exercise with 9.15.
McConnell and Charzuk tied for
first in the ;parallel bars with
8.9s. And Bob Manna took a
blue ribbon in the highbar with
9.2.
Here's how other Lobo gymnasts fared at the Tucson meet:
Still rings - Ray Mondragon,
3rd, 8.85.
Long horse - McConnell, 4th,
8.675; Mar Hopkins, 5th, 8.65.
Side horse - Tom Galioto, 2nd,
9.30; Jim Hruban, 4th, 8.25.
Floor exercise - Dana Shelley,
Jim Royce, and Hruban tied for
second with scores of 8.75.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(5)

~

(6)

I

I

I

t: ..l

Parallel bars - Hruban, 4th,
8.75.
High bar - Hruban and Mike
Dyas, tied for second, 8.65.
Hruban also took the all-around
competition at Tucson with a
cumulative score of 51.30 for the
six event meet,
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~e can give you
A Higher IQ to handle your problems.
Higher awareness to get a better job.
More energy to make more money.
Better health to breast Life.
Better morale to handle upsets.
Less Despair.
More Life.
More Years to Live.
Come to our FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURES
Tue. & Thu. at 7:30P.M. and Sat. at 3:00P.M.

SCIENTOLOGY ALBUQUERQUE
613 San Mateo N.E.

256-0880

'•

FREE
PERSONALIZED CHECKS&

Bowl Contests

,,

,,

~

,.

,,

_AIJ~!- R9nkings

·

More exciting decisions have
been made in front of a cigarete
machine. Or at least that's what
a board of Associated Press
sportswriters must have thought
when they found it necessary to
unscramble their top 20 rankings after the Bowl games. They
included three Southwest Conference teams that emerged victorious in three major Bowl
games.
The evidence: SMU (now
16th) 28, Oklahoma 27, in the
Bluebonnet; Texas now 3rd 36,
Tennessee, 13, in the Cotton; Arkansas now 6th 16, Georgia, 2, in
the Suggar Bowl.
The latter two were so complete, so obvious, that press box
observers could have been excused
if they mistook the SWC defenses
and their tenacity for the Chinese
Army campground.

UNM

CHECKBOOK COVERS

Dave Carriere - StiU Rings

(

"So What sthe Difference?
1

11

Does it really matter if a man finds God?
Or how man finds God if he finds Him?

tOI'J

.

•l.'Uif'Lt

. -~ ---- >._

19

s
· DotLARs

FOR RENT
UNM STUDENTS - WE COOIC FOR
YOU l Modern ilccolnm<idatlons with
large private baths and no dirty d!.befl.
243-2881.
SERVlOES

LET ME DO. YOUR TYPING tor you ac·
curntely and Inexpensively. Call 898o(J688,
TYPING, Are you 'bugged" by spelling
and punctuation 1 Phone 242·0649 evenings.
PERSONALS
SCIENTOLOGY You can be bappJr again.
Come to an intrliduetozy lecture Tues. &
Thuri!. 7!110 p.m.; Sat. a :oo p.lti. 813 San
Mateo NE, 256·6880.
$4.50, 7 MO •. Playbey aJtbaerlptfon before
the rate !ncr"""""' Stttdent discount on
other mngazlnes nVail{!<ble nt the Ainer•
lcan_Bank of Oominerc~ at the SUB.
WORK submitted . to T bunderblrd
may be . picked Ill) Mon. (9 :30-11 :00,
12:80-2:00) or Tues. (8:80.1:00),

ALL

Yes, it matters ... very much. Man must have God
to help him make his life meaningful. But it is confusing
with everyone shouting "This way to God." ·
If you are confused accept our invitation to study some
of the major religions, cults, and sects on Sunday morning at 9:30. The course, using the book "So What's the
Diff.Ei1re~ce?u, starts now. 0
Come one time or for all thirteen lessons.

College and Career Dept.
of First Baptist Church Youth Center
123 Broadway. S.E.

Big Bertha

The American Bank of Commerce on-campus
branch provides you with the most convenient
means of managing your finances. Ask about
the special student checking account, which
includes free, fully-personalized checks, free
deposit slips, free check register and free checkbook cover with the University Lobo emblem.
No monthly charges! Just pay 10 cents a check.
Savings accounts and other checking services
are also provided. American Bank of Commerce is convenient and professionally prepared to help you.

AMERICAN
BANK of

COMMERCE
Downstairs
at the
New Mexico Union
Call247-1021
J

A resolution asking that Lobo
reporters be admitted to future
faculty meetings was adopted
last night by UNM's board of
student publications. Board chairman Tony Hillerman, chairman
of the University's journalism department, said he would send the
board's resolution to UNM President Ferrel Heady today.
Heady acts as the chairman of ,
the faculty meetings.
The resolution, which passed
by unanimous vote, came after
board discussion of The Lobo's attempt to cover the December faculty meeting. At that time Lobo
reporters were asked to leave afted Heady said that faculty meetings are closed to students and
the press.
Professors David Ferraro and
John Howarth introduced the
proposal after th~ board set up !1.
committee to review the orgamzation of The Lobo's business departmept. The board also set up
a committee to review the board's
own charter and basic documents.
The board received a report
from Mirage editor Mike Trujillo
explaining that The Mirage will
feature color "photographs on
eight of its 416 pages this year.
He said that he hopes to have
half of the book to the printer by
the end of this month, thus meeting his deadline.
Thunderbird editor Lynn Hudson reported that she had completed the first issue of The TBird, but that the literary maga-

Texas Longhorns went bowling and drummed in the New Year
with Big Bertha, shown here, by downing Tennessee, 36-13, in Cotton
Bowl.

Photo by Pete KP.ndnll

At San Francisco State

Instructors Picket; Strike

By PHIL SEMAS
College Press Service
SAN FRANCISCO (CPS)
San Francisco State College reopened Monday without violence
but with class attendance far below normal and more than 300
faculty members out on strike.
About 2,000 teachers and students picketed the main campus
entrance. Smallers groups picketed entrances to classroom buildings.
Estimates by newsmen indicated that attendance was between
25 and 50 per cent of normal in
most buildings, except business
administration and science, whose
students have been the strongest
opponents of the student strike
that began Nov. 6.
Rally Not Attempted
Students did not attempt to
hold a rally in violation of President S. I. Hayakawa's ban on
zine could not be printed yet be- gatherings of any kind. Roger Alcause the paper for the edition vadado, a leader of the Third
World Liberation Front, said
has not been d.elivered.
The Board refused a request there would be no rally "as long
for money to send three Lobo re- as the picketing is this successporters to a Washington, D.C. ful."
Hayakawa acknowledged that
editor's conference, noting that
attendance
ranged from "above
The Lobo's budget could not be
stretched to cover the estimated average ... in some schools and·
departments to low attendance in
$200 expenses of such a trip.

Heady's Press Policy

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW ·:-EXICO
PrWT(J TIJf:
Oliot U OJ-'

f

MARTIN GUITAR 01GNY with eott ease.
Very good condition•. Price $175. New
valve ~250, CaU 268-8414 evenings.
FOR SALE or LEASE, near UNM, 3409
Calle del Sol NE 3 BR unl'urnlshed.
Lease, $135 month. 255-1566.

By STEVE LAPRADE
there would be "a more unified
Staff Writer
use of funds."
Discussions have begun which
If the discussions between the
might put Bernalillo County Med- three-man commission and the
ical Center (BCMC) under the regents leads to a change in management, the County Commission
control of UNM.
The university medical school will only be responsible for counis presently responsible for medi- ty funds used by the hospital.
cal care, and the County Commis- Stone said that county :funds
sion is responsible for the man- make up one third of the money
received by BCMC.
agement of BCMC.
Effort to End Split
Dr. Robert Stone, dean of the
Stone said that the new system,
UNM medica !school, said a "comUNM Medical School, said a if approved, would be an effort to
"communications gap" between "resolve the split in hospital
the BCMC board of trustees, management.'' Stone added that
County Commission, and the med- the new system might allow more
ical school, had come out of the medical training programs at
talks between the County Com- BCMC.
He said that the College of
mission and the UNM Regents.
Nursing
pulled most of its people
Trustee Don Heavener has asked Stone, the BCMC board chair- out of BCMC a few years ago,
man, and the medical director to perhaps because of the manageresign from their posts. Heaven- ment situation.
He stressed that more medical
er charged the three with being a
part of a "conspiracy" to take training was needed because of a
over administrative control of "shortage of health manpower in
the state." Stone said that since
BCMC.
BCMC
is a "teaching hospital,"
"Communications Gap"
County Commissioner Charles it was able to get $4,000,000 in
Williams had blamed Heavener's federal funds to match a $2,000,accusations on "communications 000 county bond issue.
Stone said the discussions "are
gap."
Stone told The Lobo, "It is dif- going forward." He said the new
lcult to keep everyone informed system, if approved, would allow
when three parties are involved.'' "better instructional programs
The three parties he referred to and better care to patients."
He said the discus~ions had
were the UNM regents, the board
been
started by the board of
of trustees, and the County Comtrustees. Stone said if the system
mission.
Stone said that if the regents change is approved, the "medical
took over management control, in school wouldn't run the bos'pital
addition to the medica !school's in any event. It would be run by
current handling of medical care, the regents.''

Pub Board Questions
STA~ELY LANE
7569 ClARK ST N
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UNM Regents
Continue Talks
About Hospital

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

SCIENTOLOGY CAN HELP YOU
(4)
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others," but he said he was "optimistic." Because "those who
wanted to teach or to study were
able to work in peace and safety."
He added, "I feel that the safety
factor is more important than
attendance today."
Teachers' Strike Sanctioned
The teachers' strike, voted unanimously last night by 30(}
members of the local chapter of
the American Federation of Teachers, was sanctioned Monday by
the San Francisco Labor Council.
Labor Council Secretary George
Johns said this means other
union workers will honor the faculty picket lines, stopping deliveries, garbage collection, and other
work on the campus.
Delivery men were already
turning away Monday and when
the sanction was announced
workers in the school cafeteria
walked off the job.

Congress Counts Votes;
Nixon Victory Official
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Congress formally certified the electoral college victory of Richard
M. Nixon Monday but upheld the
right of electoral college members
to ignore majority will and cast
their ballots as they see fit.
The result gave the presidency
to Nixon with 301 electoral votes.
He would h:we received 302 had
elctor Dr. Lloyd W. Bailey of
Rocky Mount, N.C., not decided
that his conscience compelled him
to vote for George C. Wallace
even though a majority of North
Carolina voters went for Nixon.
The Senate rejected the challenge by a 58-33 vote, the House
by a 229-169 vote.

European Study

Pakistani Artifacts

Pakistani artifacts, including
clothing and jewelry, are on dis•
play at the UNM Maxwell Museum of Anthropology.

Hayakawa said he will meet
with campus administrators to
decide what to do to keep the
campus open despite the strike
sanction.
Johns said sanction was being
granted "with the clear understanding that we do not regard
student problems as labor strike
issues." The teachers union had
been demanding 'that the California State College trustees
grant the demands of striking
students for a black studies defaculty and increased access for
minority students, as well as faculty grievances over low pay and
heavy teaching loads.
Now, the teachers' strike will
officially be over the wage and
working condition issues only.
However, the trustees have re- ·
fused to negotiate with either the
faculty or students on any of these
issues .

The American Student Information Service (ASIS) offers
jobs, tours, and studies in Europe
to American students.
T h ere a r e jobs available
throughout Europe which include
lifeguarding1 modeling, teaching,
chauffering, and farm work.
Through ASIS, a student can
study at a university in Europe
and receive credit.
For more information contact
the UNM office of International
Services at 1717 Roma,. or call
277-4005.

The challenge to Bailey's action
-only the sixth time in history
an elector had eschewed the will
of the majority in his state-was
raised by Sen. Edmund S. Muskie,
D-Maine, and Rep. James G.
O'Hara, D-Mich. Muskie objected
to accepting the action of a
"faithless elector.''
But Sen. Herman F. Talmadge,
D-Ga., said if the congress could
reject one elector's vote it could
reject others and the numerically
superior Democrats could "by
sheer force of numbers deny
Richard Nixon the victory he
rightfully won and declare Hubert Humphrey and our delightful colleague, Ed Muskie, the
winners.''
Normally Vice President Humphrey1 in his role as president of
the Senate, would have overseen
the counting of the electoral votes
that proclaimed his November
rival the nation's next president.
In 1961, when he was vice president, Nixon proclaimed his 1960
opponent, John F. Kennedy, the
winner.
But Humphrey was in Norway
attending the funeral of Trygve
Lie, the United Nations' first sec·
retary-general, so Senate President Pro Tern Richard Russell;
D-Ga., presided.

